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at the level is often used in a description of how high something is while on the level is often used to
described flatness or fairness both ll work behaviorwise the phrasing feels different because of differences
in usage in other contexts according to ludwig on the level is 100 correct on the level is an idiom that
is used to say that someone is honest and trustworthy a clear example of this usage that i found on
ludwig is i ve tried to be on the level with you in on at level and i learned that i am on level number is
used in video games i also found that at seemed to be the most frequently used preposition for level it is
very important to understand that in english we use a determiner before a noun this can be a quantifier like
many or an article like a or the or a possessive like their there are many kinds but in either of your
sentences level needs one see this link in this guide we explain how to use in on and at we discuss the rules
for each as prepositions of both time and place and share some examples of in on and at sentences let s
start with reviewing how english prepositions work in general your writing at its best if by level you
mean how high how much at is used think of a scale like that on the side of a measuring cup and with this
use of level you are asking where the thing you are measuring lies on such a scale you would typically
use the preposition at when answering where at the level means at the same level or amount examples 1
she was able to lift the box above her head with ease at the level of her shoulders 2 she was able to
maintain the conversation at the level of a professional 3 he was able to finish the project at the
expected level of quality how to use prepositions in english prepositions after level shall we say level
with in of on or at at or on the level when we want to compare two objects we can use level but how
do we say it in this lesson we will learn if it is on the level or at the level to give you a general rule
when you have a quantity of something e g sales we normally say that they remain at the same level and
not on but when referring to a structure or hierarchy of the type that exists within a company we
would normally say on as you have put 1 a device for establishing a horizontal line or plane by means of
a bubble in a liquid that shows adjustment to the horizontal by movement to the center of a slightly
bowed glass tube 2 a measurement of the difference of altitude of two points by means of a level 3
horizontal condition both on level and at level are correct but they are used in different contexts on
level is commonly used when referring to being at the same height or position while at level is more
commonly used when referring to being at a certain standard or degree usage and grammar q which is
correct level or levels at the local national and international level or at the local national and
international levels a you must have the plural levels unless somehow a single level is able to be local
national and international all at once for some reason when people say i m on level i think that they are
physically on that level like in a building or in a game i m at level usually means a stage in learning
experience but a context is needed my ideas could be completely off depending on your usage of them
countable the amount of something that exists in a particular situation at a particular time a low
level of support for the proposed changes increase your level of activity to burn more calories to raise
reduce the level of something they have achieved higher levels of efficiency we use the latest effective
tools and methods to bring your home up to a perfect level click here to see a demonstration of how the
on level pros re level a home on a level with someone or something equal to that of someone or
something else a do you think he s attractive b sure i wouldn t put him on a level with a supermodel or
anything but he s a good looking guy if you wanted a bargain you went to the wrong place their prices
are on a level with luxury car brands see also level on forgot password level learning is the complete
platform for teaching listening speaking reading and writing skills for chinese and spanish the advancing
scenarios in group e are complicated by the fact that for the first time in european championship history
all four teams belgium romania slovakia and ukraine are level on ��� on the web
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difference between on the level and at the level May 25 2024

at the level is often used in a description of how high something is while on the level is often used to
described flatness or fairness both ll work behaviorwise the phrasing feels different because of differences
in usage in other contexts

on the level vs at the level ludwig Apr 24 2024

according to ludwig on the level is 100 correct on the level is an idiom that is used to say that someone
is honest and trustworthy a clear example of this usage that i found on ludwig is i ve tried to be on the
level with you

in at on level wordreference forums Mar 23 2024

in on at level and i learned that i am on level number is used in video games i also found that at seemed to
be the most frequently used preposition for level

prepositions it is correct to say on level or at level Feb 22 2024

it is very important to understand that in english we use a determiner before a noun this can be a
quantifier like many or an article like a or the or a possessive like their there are many kinds but in either
of your sentences level needs one see this link

english prepositions in on and at grammarly Jan 21 2024

in this guide we explain how to use in on and at we discuss the rules for each as prepositions of both time
and place and share some examples of in on and at sentences let s start with reviewing how english
prepositions work in general your writing at its best

prepositions is on that level correct english language Dec 20 2023

if by level you mean how high how much at is used think of a scale like that on the side of a measuring cup
and with this use of level you are asking where the thing you are measuring lies on such a scale you
would typically use the preposition at when answering where

at the level and on the level meaning examples Nov 19 2023

at the level means at the same level or amount examples 1 she was able to lift the box above her head
with ease at the level of her shoulders 2 she was able to maintain the conversation at the level of a
professional 3 he was able to finish the project at the expected level of quality

prepositions after level level with in of on or at Oct 18 2023

how to use prepositions in english prepositions after level shall we say level with in of on or at

at or on the level langeek Sep 17 2023

at or on the level when we want to compare two objects we can use level but how do we say it in this
lesson we will learn if it is on the level or at the level

at or on the same level wordreference forums Aug 16 2023

to give you a general rule when you have a quantity of something e g sales we normally say that they
remain at the same level and not on but when referring to a structure or hierarchy of the type that
exists within a company we would normally say on as you have put

on the level definition meaning merriam webster Jul 15 2023

1 a device for establishing a horizontal line or plane by means of a bubble in a liquid that shows
adjustment to the horizontal by movement to the center of a slightly bowed glass tube 2 a measurement
of the difference of altitude of two points by means of a level 3 horizontal condition
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on level or at level textranch Jun 14 2023

both on level and at level are correct but they are used in different contexts on level is commonly used
when referring to being at the same height or position while at level is more commonly used when referring
to being at a certain standard or degree

faq item the chicago manual of style online May 13 2023

usage and grammar q which is correct level or levels at the local national and international level or
at the local national and international levels a you must have the plural levels unless somehow a
single level is able to be local national and international all at once

on vs at this level wordreference forums Apr 12 2023

for some reason when people say i m on level i think that they are physically on that level like in a
building or in a game i m at level usually means a stage in learning experience but a context is needed my
ideas could be completely off depending on your usage of them

level noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Mar 11 2023

countable the amount of something that exists in a particular situation at a particular time a low
level of support for the proposed changes increase your level of activity to burn more calories to raise
reduce the level of something they have achieved higher levels of efficiency

on level services the re leveling professionals Feb 10 2023

we use the latest effective tools and methods to bring your home up to a perfect level click here to see a
demonstration of how the on level pros re level a home

on a level with idioms by the free dictionary Jan 09 2023

on a level with someone or something equal to that of someone or something else a do you think he s
attractive b sure i wouldn t put him on a level with a supermodel or anything but he s a good looking
guy if you wanted a bargain you went to the wrong place their prices are on a level with luxury car
brands see also level on

level learning Dec 08 2022

forgot password level learning is the complete platform for teaching listening speaking reading and
writing skills for chinese and spanish

uefa euro 2024 games wednesday schedule live stream tv and Nov 07
2022

the advancing scenarios in group e are complicated by the fact that for the first time in european
championship history all four teams belgium romania slovakia and ukraine are level on

��� on the web Oct 06 2022
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